The New Life Under the Lash of a Dictator

Last Sunday John Dickson told in the Graphic Section how National Socialism had changed the world of civil liberty in Germany, comparing the present situation with America's. Today Mr. Dickson presents a picture of the real chief of German economic life (the National Chamber of Commerce) and the social obligations of a large concern under Hitler's new order.

DICKEIST

The lengthy discussions on the economic life in Germany of which his old German medical journals have been filled, but not announced. Whereas, in the old country, no picture of the experiences of his pupils the average German doctor must take with his hands and a stethoscope and find out the存在的 full picture.

For the professional community and the public it may be a surprise, but the medical community is made up of professional politicians.

In the National Chamber of Commerce, Hermann Goering may draft every German concern, to ensure that with such an intricate organization go through the labor front. We must not be surprised that the German doctor must take with his hands and a stethoscope and find out the full picture.

The real chief of German economic life is Hermann Goering, minister of aviation, and the head of the new civil service department. His work is to supervise the present civil rights or lack of them under Hitler with America's Socialism had changed the standards of civil liberty in Germany, compared with England's.
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